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In this 6-month program, women gain the skills they need to
develop their leadership effectiveness and prepare to
ascend to more senior levels of leadership.
They learn to overcome their blind spots, develop an
authentic brand of leadership, courageously communicate,
mentor and develop their team, navigate change and
uncertainty.
Program Tuition: $5100
$6000
$7,500 CDN + HST

Created and led by
Certified Executive Coach and
Women's Leadership
Development Expert
Harriette Schumacher,
LeadHERship unleashes talent
of high-talent women,
empowering them to
confidently bring their best
ideas forward and to
lead with passion and
authenticity.

PROVEN OUTCOMES

What organizations see:

Hundreds of women have attended our programs.

Increased Performance: LeadHERship graduates capitalize on their
strengths, speak up more often and take more initiative.

This is what they have to say:

Innovation: Participants contribute their unique ideas and
questions more frequently and more boldly.

99% would recommend our programs to other
women.
94% feel more confident using their voice at work,
sharing their ideas more frequently and boldly.
95% said their feel more confident.
89% feel they are more powerful communicators.
92% feel more comfortable approaching and having
difficult conversations
95% now see themselves as a Leader, ready to seek
and make positive change.

Robust and Ready Pipeline: Women are eager for increased
responsibility and see themselves as ready for it.
Higher Retention and Engagement: Women are powerfully
engaged, powerfully contributing, and more easily promoted.
When women share their individual voices and manage their fears
and self-doubt, work is less stressful and much more meaningful.
When they have a highly resonant career vision, they can
proactively craft and manage their own career path.
Diverse and Inclusive Workforce: Women who participate together
in a program gain a shared vocabulary for mentoring
conversations, performance reviews, and supporting each other,
and they pass on the tools to the employees they mentor and
manage.
Women who lead create more diverse, collaborative and engaging
workplaces, and businesses with women in senior leadership
roles outperfrom male dominated industries by 2x.

HOW IT WORKS
LeadHERship is an experiental group
program that engages learning by active
reflection and doing. The program includes:
A ﬂexible format for working women –
individuals can participate in training sessions
via any device and can acess at anytime.
18 x Live Leadership Training Sessions via Zoom
6 x 1:1 Coaching Session with Harriette
Exercises and daily practices to apply learning.
Supplementary resources including videos,
audios, guest experts, articles, and job aides.
An online discussion forum where participants
can share learning and discuss the material.
Check-in emails and optional text reminders from
Harriette between training sessions to help
participants stay on track.
360 Assessment to garner feedback
Customized Leadership Development Plan
Pulse Survey to monitor and track progress

REGISTER A GROUP
Participating in the program with a group of women greatly maximizes learning and
application of the LeadHERship skills. Through the course, groups build a common
language and expectations, and provide each other with both support and a sense of
accountability. Group discounts are available for cohorts of ﬁve or more.
Contact harriette@bigleapleadership.com to ﬁnd out more.

THE CURRICULUM
Mapping your Journey as a Leader : identify your hopes and expectations for the course. Create the context for leadership effectiveness and business performance. The cohort is introduced to learning
concepts and each other, including “Rules of the Road” (giving and receiving feedback), Peer-to-Peer Coaching and Accountability Circles.
Awareness and Moving Towards your Vision : This session is designed to help leaders get clearer on who they are and how they show up. What got them here may not get them where they want to go.
Continued progress sometimes requires letting go of long-held beliefs, assumptions and stories we tell ourselves.
Trust : The Trust session focuses on why improving trust is an important leadership function, the payoff when it is there and the cost when it is not. You learn and discuss the Five Factors of Trust, as trust
building concepts, and begin a strategy for elevating trust.
Integrity : This session highlights the primary tenet about Integrity – aligning behaviours and values. This process again looks at the subject of integrity from the focus of Self, Team and Organization.
Relationship Building : The Relationship Building session provides clarity about “the business case” for focusing on relationships. New insights are gained about what works for others that might work for
your team. Using the Four Relationship Toxins model, participants are clear about behaviours they need to curtail because of their toxicity – and what they may want to employ as antidotes.
Listening : Why is it easy to hear, but hard to listen? In this session, leaders gain insight into their own assumptions about communication. Through in-depth learning, participants become more confident in
their listening skills and develop usable skills that are ready to apply in the real world.
Courageous Conversations : This session introduces and defines the elements of Courageous Conversations. Participants gain clarity about why the ability to take on courageous conversations strongly
influences their leadership effectiveness. By utilizing a Risk Management Checklist, participants feel more confident about approaching such conversations.
Leading Through Change : The Leading Through Change session provides leaders with enhanced awareness and new insights about how effectively they are leading change, what’s working for them and
what isn’t. The focus is on leading change, creating change and managing resistance to change, both personally and with the team.
Sustaining Energy, Focus and Commitment : The session on Energy, Focus and Commitment builds understanding on how change is impacting individuals and teams in organizations. Will leaders be able
to sustain their team’s discretionary energy, focus and commitment for as long is required to make the change a reality?
Creating a Culture of Accountability : Research shows that in cultures where accountability and performance are high, leaders are consistently and effectively doing three things: 1) communicating clear and
credible expectations; 2) creating compelling consequences aligned with the behavior they want to see; 3) promoting Outcome-Creative (vs. Reactive) information flow.
Prioritization : The discipline of effective prioritization is highlighted in this session. It begins when an individual decides to ritualize effective behaviours that overtake typical, less effective tendencies.
Creating ways to manage physical energy is the necessary foundational building block for the best engagement in high-impact priorities.
Achieving : The Achieving session provides new insights about the challenges associated with achieving results.. It introduces the concept of Creative Tension and teaches practices to support it.
Participants learn to appreciate the ability to operate in both the current and the ideal, with the use of the Dual Realities concept.
Transformation : The scope of improving performance comes in different degrees. Continuous Improvement focuses on executing current processes more effectively. Change Management goes beyond
what your current processes and systems can deliver, forcing substantial revisions. Transformation means challenging your most basic assumptions about how you deliver value.
Systems Thinking: The Systems Thinking session opens the door to a wider scope of leadership development. Here, we think of strengthening leadership at three levels: Self, Team and Organization.
Taking Stock : This session serves as the capstone to the prograam. Leaders will take stock by creating a sharing a multi-year vision for their leadership We will take stock of where they’ve been and where
they’re going on their own leadership journey.
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Working with Harriette has been such a leadership makeover experience! She has come to know me, my strengths, and
weaknesses, visions and wants for my career in a way that our conversations are always focused on her always asking the right
questions to press me to think in ways I have not considered before. I have seen myself in new ways that allow for growth and
work to surpass my own envisioned limitations. She has coached me to gain new perspective and allowed me to be engaged in
my best outcomes and growth.
Harriette is an incredibly intuitive coach and encourages and empowers her clients to use their strengths to be the best leader
they are able. I cannot recommend Harriette enough.
Jann Moore, HR Director ABMIS

I had the privilege and gift of participating in LeadHERship with Harriette's profound guidance, strongest of support, and endless
wisdom. It's been transformational to look closely at my own leadHERship; to consider the gap between what it is and what I want
it to be; and most of all, to be equipped-and-empowered to step into all I'm capable of and more. And not alone: throughout, I've
been part of an amazing cohort of other LeadHERS. Together, we've learned, we've stretched, we've laughed, we've cried, and
we've led - in uniquely feminine and powerful ways. I cannot recommend the program or Harriette highly enough. Truly.
Ronna Detrick, SVP Fierce Inc.

Harriette has an incredible ability to reach inside someone and bring out the passion, focus, and tools that they already possess.
Her strong leadership and guidance is just what you need in a chaotic environment. She pushes you to dig deep and confront
yourself, have those fierce conversations and make the changes necessary in your life to be the leader that you’re capable of
being. I’ve been able to make more strides in the past two months since working with Harriette than in the past several years. I
can’t thank her enough and highly recommend working with her.
Michelle Bussey, Executive Director, NSCC

Whether you are facing an important leadership moment at work, or simply want to level-up and expand in any area of your life,
Harriette is the coach you want in your corner. I cannot recommend her highly enough. Harriette is the real deal!
Karolya Vargscar, COO University of Winnipeg

I participated in Harriette's LeadHerShip program and it was seriously life changing. Harriette combines a ton of wisdom with
perhaps even more empathy and is a powerful coach. She asks questions that really get you reflecting and challenging your own
worldview. I've grown so much since she came into my life and I will be forever grateful to her! I highly recommend her if you are a
woman seeking to level up your career!
Catherine Fox, Organizational Development, OCAS

GRADUATES TALK
ABOUT LEADHERSHIP

Harriette Schumacher is a Master Certified Executive Coach and
Women's Leadership Development Expert.
Harriette is known for her authentic, real, and energetic communication
style, and her work has a unique blend of smart + heart. Harriette is the
creator of LeadHERship and LeadHERcareer programs for women.
Harriette has been featured at Global, CBS, NBC, FOX and was named a
top coach to watch in 2021 by Yahoo Finance.

About
Harriette
Schumacher

Harriette received her degree in Women's Studies from Carleton
University, and studied Executive Coaching at Royal Roads University.
Women from around the world follow Harriette's teaching and coaching
@ harrietteschumacher.com and on her Podcast The LeadHERship Show.
She lives in Halifax, Nova Scotia, and loves dance, art, and long walks
with her family.
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